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Title

Image No Score Position Comments

1 19 A very well caught and framed image of one of the world's most famous landmarks. The sense of a hot summer's day and loads 

of visitors is well conveyed and the tower itself is sharp, with lots of detail to be seen. I might have wished for slightly more 

contrast as I think the opportunity has been missed to emphasize the shadows caused by the sun falling on the columns. I like 

the small figure in the top rh, who is struggling uphill against the building slope, which shows the strong lean of the building.

2 18 Interesting structure of the fountain, showing contrasts between (presumably) those area covered in algae/weed and those 

which aren't. There is enough surrounding detail to give the sense of a hot summer's day in the Italian capital, but I think framing 

could have been improved. The fountain seems to be taking off to the upper right and the inclusion of the fountaind edge in the 

bottom rh corner distracts to an extent. Howevber, light and shade have been well caught and the falling water frozen 

successfully.

3 19 Slightly unusual viewpoint of this well-photogrpahed town and harbour. Lots of sharpness and detail in the boats, water and 

surrounding town. Sky has detail in the clouds - I think the hulls of the boats in the centre risk having blown out highlights. I think 

the use of the pontoon bridge is a well crafted device to lead our eyes effectively into the picture and we get a good sense of the 

scale of the place from this image.

4 25 HIGHLY 

COMMEN

DED

An arresting image, perhaps using modelling lights and time delayed flash. This may or may have not been taken as one image, 

but the positioning of the figures opposite each other supports the title well. The use of modelling lights and the stances of the 

figures gives a great sense of movement and action

5 22 Interesting play on the word "site" - image clearly taken in or near Billingham and the smoke and general depiction of industry 

also supports the sense of an industrial site. The image is of course also a sight. The shading, tones and contrast in the image are 

well handled - my only slight concern is that the inclusion of the small clump of weeds at the bottom rhs only anchors the rhs 

and leaves the lhs unresolved and i wonder if a tighter crop might make a more successful image?

6 23 Very symmetrical and well framed image of (perhaps?) a hotel interior? The different lighting (on the upper and lower floors) has 

been well managed and risk of converging verticals from a fairly wide angle shot has been skilfully avoided. This image relies on 

detail and colour for impact and these have been well managed. The perspective is not quite square, but overall a skilfully 

executed image.

7 21 A nicely observed piece of candid/street photography and an interesting title given the Steelwroks in the background. The image 

is well exposed and sharp with lots of detail in the grasses and sufficient in the sky to justify it's being included. The actions of the 

figures suggest they're not too bothered about it being All Play nd so one is left wondering if this is intended as a pierce of social 

comment or perhaps humourous?

8 21 The low viewpoint gives us a sense of the power of this vehicle, although I suspect that in comparison to modern ICE powered 

HGVs it was probably pretty inefficient. Lots of detail in the bodywork and the chassis and tyres. I wonder if some creative use of 

light and shade might have enhanced the ense of power and size that the image gives us?
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67 Adv  Leaning tower of Pisa GPG
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9 20 Not prhaps a conventional view of tranquility, but that's fine. We have a view of I suspect the Lakes on a day of mixed weather. 

The image is beautifully exposed as we see lots of detail in the rocks in the foreground, which must to an exttent have been 

shaded, but the sky is also well controlled with contrast and detail. Lovely greens and browns in the hills, again with lots of 

detail.Overall, the use of the rocks and twigs frame the image quite well, although i think an opportunity has been missed to 

reduce/clone out some or all of the long branch hanging down in the cnetre as it impedes the eye.

10 24 COMMENDEDA very good action shot, perhaps only slightly let down by the title? The image is very sharp with expression of the canoeist and 

the spray and foam all frozen by a high shutter speed. I particularly like the expression on the canoeist's face and the sense of 

intense concentration that it conveys. exposure is well controlled with highlighst and shadows well depicted.

11 21 I think this image works well on a number of levels - the colours, the steel caldding on the building and the steelwroks in the 

background all support the title. The image is sharp throughout and exposure is well managed. I wonder slightly at the need to 

include the box of tall grasses on the right - if the photographer had moved slightly closer, the steelwroks would have been 

slightly more prominent and the cladding and line of lamps would still have been there?

12 21 Interesting use of sunset light to outline the interesting shape of the sculpture. The colour and detail in the sky is very good. I 

think perhaps a slightly lower perspective for the shot would have created a bit more interest and perhaps allowed better 

definition to the plinth the sculpture sits on, which would have balanced the image a bit better - as it is, this is only hinted at, 

leaving much of the lower part of the image all in shadow.

13 23 Lovely colours and exquisite detail in this image. The flower and stem are very sharp with lots of detail and the leaves of the 

flower are also very detailed. The background is soft, but I wonder if it should have been completely plain or one colour a it still 

distracts slightly from the main flower, even though that fills most of the frame.

14

15 23 The wide fromat of the image increases the sense of scale in this image. Lovely sunset colours and the group of wind turbines 

and the ship are well framed.  The differet angles to the 2 sets of turbines increases the sense of space for the ship to sail into. 

The horizontal line (lines of rocks? a wave?) breaks up the image a bit and i would suggest perhaps removing this for future 

showings of this image becuase one wants the sense of scale in allowing the eye to travel through from the nearest waves 

(which are sharper) to those nearer the turbines and ship.

16 20 My ignorance of motorbikes means I struggle just a bit to understand the significance of three in one - is it perhaps the three 

cases,? Anyway, the photographer focuses our attentino here by his/her choice of framing. The reflections in the metalwork are 

well handled as you can see a scooter reflected in the 2 rhs cases, but nowehre can you see a camera lens or a figure. Everything 

is sharp, with lots of detail on display. i might have wished for a better use of light and dark to help the eye focus on the main 

area of interest in the image that the photographer wants us to look at - everything is very evenly lit, so we bounce about a bit 

looking for points of interest.

17 20 The figure of the motorcyclist is nicely placed on the third and with the trail of dust and debris behind him gives us the sense of 

speed and movement essential to this sort of image. The figure is covered in mud and splashes giving us a sense of a highyl 

compettive environment. For impact, every piece of the figure and bike need to be sharp and that's not quite the case here - the 

wheel and lettering are slightly soft and i would like to have seen the facemask brought up just a touch to improve impact.

23 Adv-Mecanopsis-GPG

23 Adv-Mecanopsis-GPG

57-ADV-Sun Set, Sail Out -GPG

74-ADV-Three-in One-GPG_-2

52 Adv Down at the track GPG

53-Adv-Tranquillity-GPG

42-Adv-Red_Canoe_Hat_Paddles-GPG P26

15 A Steel sunset GPG D (1 of 1)

9a-Chain Scupture-GPG
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18 23 Beautifully framed and exposure and focus are well managed in this shot. Thebackground is soft, so does not intrude which helps 

the birds natural camouflage to be managed in such a way that they are still distinct and forming the main interest. This is helped 

by the fact that there is lots of detail in the plumage of the birds which the perpsective and framing allows us to see.

19 29 FIRST This insect is so beautifully sharp and full of detail that I'm ashamed to say that I have no idea what it's called. The wings and 

body are pin sharp and I'm impressed by the detail in the wings. The background is soft, but with enough detail to suggest a 

pond or puddle in summer which supports the main image well and which doesn't distract. The grass stem is also very sharp and 

the main body and wings of the insect do sparkle (slightly), so overall a very good image

20 27 THIRD Wonderful range of colours and detail in this image of an insect (I presume) sitting on top of this flower. Every millimetre of the 

insect is sharp with no areas of softness or shadow at all and that detail is repeated in the petals of the flower where every small 

blemish on the petals is also picked out and shown. Exposure, detail and post processig all speak of a high degree of skill from 

this photographer.The impact of the image is slightly lessened by the fact that, although it is symmetrical overall, the position of 

the insect on the flower is just a little off centre - i think the image depends for its impact on detail and colour but also 

symmmetry and so this detracts just a tad.

21 25 HIGHLY 

COMMEN

DED

A clever use of monochrome in this image emphasises the geometrical structure and patterns of the tiles and yet still allows us 

to appreciate the break in these patterns caused by the legs of the passersby. Lots of detail and contrast - the detail is on the 

edge of being just too much and reflection of thwe roof is well handled. Well observed and good timing.

22 21 Beautifully sharp and well framed image of Paddy's Hole. The shades and colours in the sky are well handled as are the colours of 

the boats and the seaweed and rocks. Because everything is so uniformly sharp and well lit, my eye bounces abit with thisimage - 

the natural shape of the harbour and water should lead one's eye thruogh to the sunset in the background, but becuae 

everything is so well lit, one's eye tends to wander from this - there's almost too much to see. darken the weed and borders of 

the image to create a smoother path for the eye.

23 19 Strong leading line created by the stream takes us successfully into the image, with of course the cottage  the main point of 

interest. The building is impressively sharp and tones are well handled, although I could have wished for a little more contrats 

between light and shade to create a bit more interest. Main challenge is that the image is not quite level, leading to a feeling 

that the stream is sort of tilted to the right. The sense of a "chocolate box" wenglish village is well conveyed.

24 19 I like the strong contrast between the butterfly, with its predominantly blue shades & tones against the yellow/green tones of 

the surrounding foliage. Some of the highlights in the flowers are on the edge of being blown and I'm afraid the main body of the 

butterfly is soft, but overall a well constructed and framed image.

25 22 Beautifully detailed image of this (I assume) dandelion head. The tight crop and very fine detail suggest both high photogrpahic 

and post processing skills - every strand oof every petal of the flower is harp and well exposed. The flower  and its structure are 

very delciate and intricate and that inricacy is the one slight danger with this image - there is so much to see that the eye tends 

to rove around the image a bit. Eventually I settle on the three main stalks, but it takes a little time to get there and I wonder if 

some light and shade treatment might help future viewers.

26 19 A bold impactful image of this butterfly and the flower it is sitting on. The colours are bold and vibrant and the background 

pleasingly soft, but there is softness and perhaps some noise in the main body of the butterfly and the immediately surrounding 

petals. The patterns in the wings are beautifully caught and the eye stalks also very sharp and detailed.

74-ADV-Chocolate Box CottageGPG

P10-41-Adv-Beautiful_in_Blue-GPG P1

43 Adv The Wonder of Nature  GPG
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8Adv Low Tide GPS
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27 19 Very detailed imageof the underside of this locomtive-  the monochrome treatment depicts the complexity and quality of 

engineering very well, but to an extent there's so much detail that I'm not quite sure what to look at, apart from everything. The 

large horizontal pice at the top risks tripping the eye and we want it go into this image to get the sense of scale. Perhaps some 

use of light and shade to help the eye travel into the image would increase impact?

28 22 Impressively caught image of this bug in its natural habitaat. The background is sft and mono-colour, so nothing detracts from 

the main subject which is very well detauiled and very sharp, with good spread of tones and colour. My only slight question is 

the landscape format of the image - as the bacground is so completely one sghaded, i wonder if a portrait presentation might 

have been slightly more successful?

29 21 Interesting building which looks as if it became the Fire House for a very brief period!. Interesting persecptive created by the 

leading line from the footbridge - lighting is very even and loads of detail everywhere. I found myself wanting to see more of the 

building itself and wondered if a slightly closer shot (halfway over the bridge?) might have given us that? i think the tree on the 

left, being as well lit as the house, distracts.

30 28 SECOND Their bio website says that Avalanche Party is a local North Yorkshire band "hyped up on amphetamines and adrenalin" - putting 

aside the PR credibility speak, this image tells us exactly what the experience of going to one of this band's gigs is like. There's a 

real sense of excitement and performance coming from this image, heightened by the concentration of both figures on their 

singing and the microphone. The sheen of sweat on the left hand figure and face of the rh figure support this well. The tight crop 

in the image again builds impact. The power of this image lies in the fact that i took time and trouble to find out who these guys 

are.

23 Interesting monochrome treatment of this sculpture and its surrounding frame or canopy. I think the slightly to one side 

perspective works well, because it brings out differing textures and delth of the 2 figures hich a "square on" view would not have 

done and i think its that depth and revealing of the textures which makes this image. The risk is that the surrounding foliage in 

the background clutters the image a bit and to that end i would have liked to  have seen it slightly more subdued to bring out the 

figures and arch.

58. Shield Bug. Adv. GPG

19-Adv-The Smoke House-gpg

51-Adv-Avalanche Party-GPG

29-Adv-Loco undercarriage-gpg

34-Adv- Last goodbye


